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QUESTION 1

Which of the following is a best practice to maximize indexing performance? 

A. Use automatic sourcetyping. 

B. Use the Splunk default settings. 

C. Not use pre-trained source types. 

D. Minimize configuration generality. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Configurations from the deployer are merged into which location on the search head cluster member? 

A. SPLUNK_HOME/etc/system/local 

B. SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/APP_HOME/local 

C. SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/search/default 

D. SPLUNK_HOME/etc/apps/APP_HOME/default 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/DistSearch/ PropagateSHCconfigurationchanges 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following describe migration from single-site to multisite index replication? 

A. A master node is required at each site. 

B. Multisite policies apply to new data only. 

C. Single-site buckets instantly receive the multisite policies. 

D. Multisite total values should not exceed any single-site factors. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/Indexer/Migratetomultisite 

 

QUESTION 4

In which phase of the Splunk Enterprise data pipeline are indexed extraction configurations processed? 
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A. Input 

B. Search 

C. Parsing 

D. Indexing 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/Admin/ Configurationparametersandthedatapipeline 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following statements describe a Search Head Cluster (SHC) captain? (Select all that apply.) 

A. Is the job scheduler for the entire SHC. 

B. Manages alert action suppressions (throttling). 

C. Synchronizes the member list with the KV store primary. 

D. Replicates the SHC\\'s knowledge bundle to the search peers. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/DistSearch/ SHCarchitecture#role_of_the_captain 

 

QUESTION 6

When Splunk indexes data in a non clustered environment, what kind of files does it create by default? 

A. Index and .tsidx files. 

B. Rawdata and index files. 

C. Compressed and .tsidx files. 

D. Compressed and meta data files. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.1/Indexer/Aboutindexesandindexers 

 

QUESTION 7

When troubleshooting monitor inputs, which command checks the status of the tailed files? 

A. splunk cmd btool inputs list | tail 

B. splunk cmd btool check inputs layer 
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C. curl https://serverhost:8089/services/admin/inputstatus/TailingProcessor:FileStatus 

D. curl https://serverhost:8089/services/admin/inputstatus/TailingProcessor:Tailstatus 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.1/Data/
Troubleshoottheinputprocess#Troubleshoot_your_tailed_files 

 

QUESTION 8

Which of the following statements about integrating with third-party systems is true? (Select all that apply.) 

A. A Hadoop application can search data in Splunk. 

B. Splunk can search data in the Hadoop File System (HDFS). 

C. You can use Splunk alerts to provision actions on a third-party system. 

D. You can forward data from Splunk forwarder to a third-party system without indexing it first. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 9

A Splunk architect has inherited the Splunk deployment at Buttercup Games and end users are complaining that the
events are inconsistently formatted for a web sourcetype. Further investigation reveals that not all web logs flow through
the same infrastructure: some of the data goes through heavy forwarders and some of the forwarders are managed by
another department. Which of the following items might be the cause for this issue? 

A. The search head may have different configurations than the indexers. 

B. The data inputs are not properly configured across all the forwarders. 

C. The indexers may have different configurations than the heavy forwarders. 

D. The forwarders managed by the other department are an older version than the rest. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Before users can use a KV store, an admin must create a collection. Where is a collection is defined? 

A. kvstore.conf 

B. collection.conf 

C. collections.conf 

D. kvcollections.conf 
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Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/Knowledge/ DefineaKVStorelookupinSplunkWeb 

 

QUESTION 11

Stakeholders have identified high availability for searchable data as their top priority. Which of the following best
addresses this requirement? 

A. Increasing the search factor in the cluster. 

B. Increasing the replication factor in the cluster. 

C. Increasing the number of search heads in the cluster. 

D. Increasing the number of CPUs on the indexers in the cluster. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/DistSearch/SHCarchitecture 

 

QUESTION 12

What does setting site=site0 on all Search Head Cluster members do in a multi-site indexer cluster? 

A. Disables search site affinity. 

B. Sets all members to dynamic captaincy. 

C. Enables multisite search artifact replication. 

D. Enables automatic search site affinity discovery. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/DistSearch/DeploymultisiteSHC 

 

QUESTION 13

In a four site indexer cluster, which configuration stores two searchable copies at the origin site, one searchable copy at
site2, and a total of four searchable copies? 

A. site_search_factor = origin:2, site1:2, total:4 

B. site_search_factor = origin:2, site2:1, total:4 

C. site_replication_factor = origin:2, site1:2, total:4 

D. site_replication_factor = origin:2, site2:1, total:4 

Correct Answer: D 
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Reference: https://docs.splunk.com/Documentation/Splunk/7.3.2/Indexer/Sitereplicationfactor 

 

QUESTION 14

Which of the following is a good practice for a search head cluster deployer? 

A. The deployer only distributes configurations to search head cluster members when they "phone home". 

B. The deployer must be used to distribute non-replicable configurations to search head cluster members. 

C. The deployer must distribute configurations to search head cluster members to be valid configurations. 

D. The deployer only distributes configurations to search head cluster members with splunk apply shcluster-bundle. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

Which search will show all deployment client messages from the client (UF)? 

A. index=_audit component=DC* host= | stats count by message 

B. index=_audit component=DC* host= | stats count by message 

C. index=_internal component= DC* host= | stats count by message 

D. index=_internal component=DS* host= | stats count by message 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://answers.splunk.com/answers/461939/after-all-clients-are-registered-to-a-deployments.html 
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